
Boar Rai, 	 2/18/98 
Glad to get your 2/14 when I did because I'Ve been asked to write about 

Olaudia Euriati's 22 Rifle, which I had not intended, 	wyman which, as I told 
you, i did not ietend even to read. I've gotten, read and marked Furiati up for 

aeLiedele 	 1,C writing and l'hA ordered the Twyman bull. Wroe asked me to resfeess som chapter, 
which he le to tell me, because I re:Iused to read 900 pages of thatreeK crap, and 
as you can imagine, hecause years ago I wrote about some of that, I'll be addressing 
those parts. And I found some reminders in your Fourth Decade piece, which is jge 
rather moderate and goad. ea pages 13,14 and 16. If you have any sugge(lions 

about either, please wake thee. The Furiati is fiction based on what-she'd heard 
or the swill in which she imersed herself. Bad in every way and replete wirth 
fabrications. 

I do not remember Cray and I think trying yo reach suck] people is just a 
waste of time. The kind of irrelevancy he pulled on you reflects this. 

Letters like "oyers, of which I have hundreds, make it all worthwhile and 
do encourage keeping it up. Good far her! 

It has been so long since I wrote about Willis 202 that I cant be certain 
but my recollection is that he'd taken his fifth and was taking the camera down 
form his eye at 202. ihdah I  used the Shancyfelt exklibit to line him and. Z up at 202. 

What you say It this point about eineoln is interestin5 and I may want to use 
it. your reasoning is correct. Why not ask Fetzer his source? 

What I wrote abot hosemary Willis may have been cut from Case Open, from A 
which about MS was cut. My recollection is that she did not look at the 'MD 
when she stopped and what makeSa child stop has no meaning. 4e did not look up, 
I'm pretty sure. But I've given Hood all my copies of th e Z film so I carlit cheek. 

Was it Bob Richter who said that Lronkite did not see the script until he 
had to read it? I've forgotten on that, too, 

On the back of the hied being blown out, check about Z 336-7 and you'll see 
not a heir out of place on the back, no silgn of any blood there and none on his 
collar or jacket, both oi which are clear. About two frames after the last the 
Commission printed. I embarrassed the Archillesly nottng that nine more were to 
have been printed so they added them tee the tray and invited me to look. I think 
I did that in WW II. 

My local bookstore could )tot fine Twyman in nooks in Print or any reference 
to any Laurel Olieler. Did Twyman publish it himself Ind take the name Laurel 
not to use his own? 

Weather reports from out there terrible! We have been Lieky, on the edge of 
the flooding and of the snow. Thisorning I came to a high water warning just 

/ / where I turn off the road. Thanks and best, 	tel  1.(0. 


